The freedom to clean
anything, anywhere
36V Cordless Pressure Washer

Ryobi is at the forefront of innovation
with the FIRST fully cordless & portable
36V Pressure Washer
Ryobi continues to change the game for DIY and garden users and
the 36V Brushless Pressure Washer is no different, enabling users
to achieve a professional-looking finish at home or on the go.
Whatever you want to clean, wherever it is, you can now operate a
high-performance pressure washer without the need for a power outlet,
cord or noisy alternative, and without losing any of the performance
required to finish the job.
The powerful 36V motor gives you the freedom to clean anything,
anywhere thanks to the 36V Lithium+ batteries and the portable water
tank. What’s more you have zero emissions, less vibration and a much
lighter weight tool.
As part of the 36V garden range, choose from up to ten different tools
to keep your garden in tip top shape. Mow your lawn, trim hedges, cut
wood and tidy up your garden with the same 36V battery.
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RPW36120HI
This is Ryobi’s first ever cordless and portable pressure washer.
While the RPW36120HI is small in size, it’s big in stature, creating
up to 1600w of power thanks to powerful 36V brushless motor.
Home users will particularly enjoy being able to achieve up to 120
BAR pressure with a flow of 320 liters per hour, the same as rival
products only without the need for electricity. And in creating only
70db at maximum performance, it’s quieter than rival brands, too.
The compact design is perfect for using on the move while an
incorporated metal frame and aluminum telescoping handle
ensure incredible durability.
Everything about the design and ergonomics has been created
with the end user in mind. For example, the nozzle boasts five
functions in one, from long and short-range detergents, to 0°,
25° and 40° fan settings, for quick and simple switching. Plus all
the key accessories are stored on board including the hose
trigger gun and spray wand.

Smart features just for you
The RPW36120HI also has a dual-lock battery compartment to
ensure greater longevity and runtime, and includes an incorporated
1L detergent tank with on-demand function easily accessible from the
spray head.
Furthermore, it is protected from wayward water, while a three-year
warranty – featuring the usual benefits users associate with Ryobi
products – offers further peace of mind.

Powered by
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The new 36V pressure washer is sold as a bare unit which means
you can build on your 36V range of tools without spending more on
batteries and chargers with each tool purchase.
Ryobi understands the need for flexibility at affordable prices and
that’s why we keep expanding our cordless range without the need
of new batteries and chargers.
Ryobi’s 36V Lithium+ batteries deliver truly petrol equivalent
performance to your garden tools. 36V batteries are not only good
for your tools but they are good for you too!

No messy petrol or
oil spills

No noisy petrol
engine

It’s environmentally
friendly!

For more information please visit ryobitools.eu or pick up a
catalogue in-store.
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PRESS CONTACT:
If you have further questions, need further material or want to discuss further features, please don’t
hesitate to contact:
Regional Press Contact | Mail | Phone
ABOUT US
RYOBI® power tools are backed by the RYOBI® 2-year warranty.
For more information on RYOBI® and any of our other products, please visit ryobitools.eu
Techtronic Industries Ltd. is a world-class leader in quality consumer and professional products
marketed to the home improvement and construction industries. An unrelenting strategic focus on
powerful brands, innovative products and exceptional people drives our success.
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